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M.Sc. (Part-I) (Semester-l) (C.B.C.S. Schemc) ExaminatioD

MATTIENTATICS

(Differential ceometry)

Paper-105
Time : 'lhrec Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 80

Note :- Solve ONE question from each unit-

UNIT-I
l. (a) Prove that the positior vector of any point on the surface of revolution generatcd by

the curve [g(u), o, f(r.r)l in the XOZ plitoe is :

i = [g(u) cos v, g(u) sin v, t(u)].

whcre v is the angle of rotation about the z-axis. 6

(b) Prove that the first fundamental form of a surface is a positive definite quadratic form
irl du, dv. 6

(c) Calculatc the first fundamental coefficients and the area ofthc anchor ring corrcsponding
to the domain 0 < u < 2r and 0 < v < 2r. 4

2. (p) If 0, m) and (l', m') are the direction coeflicients of two directions at a point P on the
surface and 0 is the angle bctween the two direction at P, then prove that :

(i) cos0: EIL'+ F0m'+ I'm) + Gmm'

(ii) sin 0 = I1(lm' - I'n) 6

(q) Explain in detail :

(i) tueht Helicoid

(ii) General Helicoid. 6

(r) Prove that the metric Edur + 2Fdudv + Gdvl is invariant under pammet c transformation.
4

UNIT-II
3. (a) Find thc surlace of rcvolution which is isomctric with the region of the right

hclicoid. 8

(b) Show that the curves bisectiog the angles berveen thc parametric cunes are giren
by Edu'] - Gdv'] = 0, using the direction coefficients of the paramctric curves

\, constant and u = constant as 0
I

E, and
I,E respecritely0 8

.1. (p) Pror-e that any curvc u:u(r), v= v(t) onasurfacer= r(u, v)is a geodcsic ifand ooly
if the principal normal at every point on the curve is normal to the surface. 8

(q) If a suface admits two orthogonal families of geodesics, then prove that it is isometric
with thc plare. 8

UNIT-III
5. (a) State and prove Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 8

(b) Find the Gaussian curvatwe at a point (u, v) of the anchor ring :

i = ((b + a cos u) cos v, (b + a cos u) sin v, a sin u), 0 < u, v < 2n. 8
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(p)

(q)

Prove thal lwo surfaces olrhe sanre constant cunature arc lolrally isomctri;. 8

tf i : r(s) is the position vector of a point P of a cun'e on a sud'acc, then provc

that r

(i) kg - I\, r'. r"l and

(iD kg.= srlN. iil. 8

UNIT-IY
Prove that therc is a natural i5omlrrphism relating r and v*t. where \'and v** arc

vector spaces. 8

If V is n-dimeNional lcilor spacc and W is a m-dimensional lector spacc then show
that, dimension of teNor product V I W is mn. 8

Sho*_ 1hat thc old componenis can be expressed in terms of ncv/ component's and new

compon(nts can bc c\pressed in terms of old componcnts. 8

Prove that :

7. (a)

8. (p)

(b)

(q)

(a)

(h)

(q)

(D T,a pI po'Tio

9

iiit Tb - Pi Pi Ti" I
UNIT-V

Show that lhc connexiorL ccrefficients are not componcnts of a tensor. I
Prove that opcrations oI contraction and covarianls differentia ion are commutativc.

8

Prove that space conrbiring rangc l vector is a vector space. 8

Showth:rt (A! ' B,).,: Ail+Bli, whcre (, ) dcnotes oovarirrnt dift'crcntiation. 8

lo.(p)
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